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An Introduction to Chinese PhilosophyCambridge University Press
This book is an introduction in the very best sense of the word. It provides the beginner with an accurate, sophisticated,
yet accessible account, and offers new insights and challenging perspectives to those who have more specialized
knowledge. Focusing on the period in Chinese philosophy that is surely most easily approachable and perhaps is most
important, it ranges over of rich set of competing options. It also, with admirable self-consciousness, presents a number
of daring attempts to relate those options to philosophical figures and movements from the West. I recommend it very
highly. --Lee H. Yearley, Walter Y. Evans-Wentz Professor, Religious Studies, Stanford University --- A substantial and
highly accessible introduction to the indigenous philosophies of China. Van Norden shares his clear distillations of
classical Chinese philosophies using conceptual frameworks many will find familiar. This reader-friendly book sets the
historical and cultural contexts for the philosophies discussed, and includes appendices, study questions, and
imaginative scenarios, which aid us in appreciating some of the most important philosophy ever developed. --Ann
Pirruccello, Professor of Philosophy, University of San Diego --- This lucid introduction to early Chinese thought offers
historical, textual and conceptual analyses of the schools of Classical Chinese philosophy, illuminating their basic
themes, theories, and arguments and providing readers with an intellectual bridge between Chinese and Western
thought. Introductory texts such as this are especially needed today, as the study of philosophy faces the challenges of
globalization and the urgent need for dialogue among different philosophical traditions. --- An ideal text for introductory
courses, this book will also inspire graduate students, scholars and experts in philosophy in general, and Chinese
Philosophy in particular, with its theoretical insights and comparative methodology. --Vincent Shen, Lee Chair in Chinese
Thought and Culture, Departments of Philosophy and East Asian Studies, University of Toronto
This book centers on rethinking foundational values in the era of frontier technologies by tapping into the wisdom of
Chinese philosophical traditions. It tries to answer the following questions: How is the essence underpinning humans,
nature, and machines changing in this age of frontier technologies? What is the appropriate ethical framework for
regulating human–machine relationships? What human values should be embedded in or learnt by AI? Some interesting
points emerged from the discussions. For example, the three dominant schools of Chinese thinking–Confucianism,
Daoism and Buddhism– invariably reflect non-anthropocentric perspectives and none of them places humanity in a
supreme position in the universe. While many Chinese philosophers are not convinced by the prospect of machine
intelligence exceeding that of humans, the strong influence of non-anthropocentrism in the Chinese thinking contributed
to much less panic in China than in the West about the existential risks of AI. The thinking is that as human beings have
always lived with other forms of existence, living with programs or other forms of “beings,” which may become more
capable than humans, will not inevitably lead to a dystopia. Second, all three schools emphasize self-restraint, constant
introspection, and the pursuit of sage-hood or enlightenment. These views therefore see the potential risks posed by
frontier technologies as an opportunity for the humanity to engage in introspection on the lessons learned from our social
and political history. It is long overdue that humanity shall rethink its foundational values to take into account a multibeing planetary outlook. This book consists of nine leading Chinese philosophers’ reflections on AI’s impact on human
nature and the human society. This is a groundbreaking work, which has pioneered the in-depth intellectual exploration
involving traditional Chinese philosophy and frontier technologies and has inspired multidisciplinary and across area
studies on AI, philosophy, and ethical implications.
He (?), or harmony, has traditionally been a central concept in Chinese thought, and to this day continues to shape the
way in which people in China and East Asia think about ethics and politics. Yet, there is no systematic and
comprehensive introduction of harmony as has been variously articulated in different Chinese schools. This edited
volume aims to fill this gap. The individual contributions elaborate the conceptions of harmony as these were exemplified
in central Chinese schools of thought, including Daoism, Confucianism, Legalism, Mohism, Buddhism, and trace their
impact on contemporary Chinese philosophy. The volume explores the various meanings and implications of harmony so
as to consider its relevance as a value and virtue in the modern world. It provides an accessible but substantial
introductory work for readers interested in learning about pertinent core concepts and theories in Chinese thought, as
well as engages specialists in Chinese philosophy by explicating its implications for ethical, political, epistemological, and
metaphysical reflection as the basic point of reference.
To understand China, it is essential to understand Confucianism. First formulated in the sixth century BCE, the teachings
of Confucius would come to dominate Chinese society, politics, economics, and ethics. In this Very Short Introduction,
Daniel K. Gardner explores the major philosophical ideas of the Confucian tradition, showing their profound impact on
state ideology and imperial government, the civil service examination system, domestic life, and social relations over the
course of twenty-six centuries. Gardner focuses on two of the Sage's most crucial philosophical problems-what makes for
a good person, and what constitutes good government-and demonstrates the enduring significance of these questions
today. This volume shows the influence of the Sage's teachings over the course of Chinese history--on state ideology,
the civil service examination system, imperial government, the family, and social relations--and the fate of Confucianism
in China in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as China developed alongside a modernizing West and Japan. Some
Chinese intellectuals attempted to reform the Confucian tradition to address new needs; others argued for jettisoning it
altogether in favor of Western ideas and technology; still others condemned it angrily, arguing that Confucius and his
legacy were responsible for China's feudal, ''backward'' conditions in the twentieth century and launching campaigns to
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eradicate its influences. Yet Chinese continue to turn to the teachings of Confucianism for guidance in their daily lives. In
addition to a survey of the philosophy and history of Confucianism, Gardner offers an examination of the resurgence of
Confucianism in China today, and explores what such a revival means for the Chinese government and the Chinese
people. About the Series: Oxford's Very Short Introductions series offers concise and original introductions to a wide
range of subjects--from Islam to Sociology, Politics to Classics, Literary Theory to History, and Archaeology to the Bible.
Not simply a textbook of definitions, each volume in this series provides trenchant and provocative--yet always balanced
and complete--discussions of the central issues in a given discipline or field. Every Very Short Introduction gives a
readable evolution of the subject in question, demonstrating how the subject has developed and how it has influenced
society. Eventually, the series will encompass every major academic discipline, offering all students an accessible and
abundant reference library. Whatever the area of study that one deems important or appealing, whatever the topic that
fascinates the general reader, the Very Short Introductions series has a handy and affordable guide that will likely prove
indispensable.
Contemporary Chinese Philosophy features discussion of sixteen major twentieth-century Chinese philosophers. Leading
scholars in the field describe and critically assess the works of these significant figures. Critically assesses the work of
major comtemporary Chinese philosophers that have rarely been discussed in English. Features essays by leading
scholars in the field. Includes a glossary of Chinese characters and definitions.
A Source Book in Chinese Philosophy is a milestone along the complex and difficult road to significant understanding by
Westerners of the Asian peoples and a monumental contribution to the cause of philosophy. It is the first anthology of
Chinese philosophy to cover its entire historical development. It provides substantial selections from all the great thinkers
and schools in every period--ancient, medieval, modern, and contemporary--and includes in their entirety some of the
most important classical texts. It deals with the fundamental and technical as well as the more general aspects of
Chinese thought. With its new translation of source materials (some translated for the first time), its explanatory aids
where necessary, its thoroughgoing scholarly documentation, this volume will be an indispensable guide for scholars, for
college students, for serious readers interested in knowing the real China.
A brilliant history of ancient China's masters of philosophy -- and how they help us understand China today In Ways of
Heaven, leading China scholar Roel Sterckx offers an engrossing introduction to classical China's world of ideas.
Drawing on evocative examples from philosophical texts, literature, and everyday life over centuries of Chinese history,
Sterckx introduces major thinkers and traditions, illuminates key concepts like the dao, qi, yin, and yang, and examines
questions of leadership, social order, death, nature, and more. He also reveals how these ideas shape contemporary
China, from table manners at a traditional banquet, to the Chinese obsession with education and family, to the rhetoric of
political leaders and the nation's grand strategy. Essential reading for students, travelers, businesspeople, and anyone
curious about this rising global power, Ways of Heaven shows that to comprehend China today we must learn to think
Chinese.
An Introduction to Chinese Philosophy unlocks the mystery of ancient Chinese philosophy and unravels the complexity of Chinese Buddhism
by placing them in the contemporary context of discourse. Elucidates the central issues and debates in Chinese philosophy, its different
schools of thought, and its major philosophers. Covers eight major philosophers in the ancient period, among them Confucius, Laozi, and
Zhuangzi. Illuminates the links between different schools of philosophy. Opens the door to further study of the relationship between Chinese
and Western philosophy.
This book explores traditions including Confucianism, Daoism, Mohism, Legalism and Chinese Buddhism, and how they shape Chinese
thought.
From the vantage point of doing philosophy of language comparatively, Philosophy of Language, Chinese Language, Chinese Philosophy
explores how reflective elaboration of some distinct features of Chinese and of relevant resources in Chinese philosophy and the
development of philosophy of language can contribute to each other.
This book gathers essays that introduce the ideological advances in the philosophy of engineering and technology in contemporary China. It
particularly focuses on China’s distinctive concepts and methods, revealing different views and academic debates to offer readers a
comprehensive overview of this important field. The contributors present unique perspectives based on practical problems and traditional
philosophy, examining such issues and concepts as axiology and theories of process, the difference between engineering activities and
technology activities, and the core of the relationship between “Dao” and “Technique.” Other essays cover the ethics of technology, practical
wisdom (phronesis) and practical reasoning, as well as creative concepts and methods concerning the philosophical problems in high
technology, architectural technology, and technological innovation. The authors also consider more general issues in the field. This book
compiles the relevant research achievements of Chinese scholars in various time periods. Some authors have revised and translated into
English papers published in Chinese, while others present their research in English specifically for this study. An annotated bibliography of
the major publications in the field completes this collection.
Li Zehou is widely regarded as one of China’s most influential contemporary thinkers. He has produced influential theories of the
development of Chinese thought and the place of aesthetics in Chinese ethics and value theory. This book is the first English-language
translation of Li Zehou’s work on classical Chinese thought. It includes chapters on the classical Chinese thinkers, including Confucius, Mozi,
Laozi, Sunzi, Xunzi and Zhuangzi, and also on later eras and thinkers such as Dong Zhongshu in the Han Dynasty and the Song-Ming NeoConfucians. The essays in this book not only discuss these historical figures and their ideas, but also consider their historical significance,
and how key themes from these early schools reappeared in and shaped later periods and thinkers. Taken together, they highlight the
breadth of Li Zehou’s scholarship and his syncretic approach—his explanations of prominent thinkers and key periods in Chinese intellectual
history blend ideas from both the Chinese and Western canons, while also drawing on contemporary thinkers in both traditions. The book
also includes an introduction written by the translator that helpfully explains the significance of Li Zehou’s work and its prospects for fostering
cross-cultural dialogue with Western philosophy. A History of Chinese Classical Thought will be of interest to advanced students and scholars
interested in Chinese philosophy, comparative philosophy, and Chinese intellectual and social history.
"Nivison brings out the exciting variety within Confucian thought, as he interprets and elucidates key thinkers from over two thousand years,
from Confucius himself, through Mencius and Xunzi, to such later Confucians as Wang Yangming, Dai Zhen, and Zhang Xuecheng."--Cover.
Introduces the many strands of Confucianism in a style accessible to students and general readers.
This comprehensive introductory textbook to early Chinese philosophy covers a range of philosophical traditions which arose during the
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Spring and Autumn (722-476 BCE) and Warring States (475-221 BCE) periods in China, including Confucianism, Mohism, Daoism, and
Legalism. It considers concepts, themes and argumentative methods of early Chinese philosophy and follows the development of some ideas
in subsequent periods, including the introduction of Buddhism into China. The book examines key issues and debates in early Chinese
philosophy, cross-influences between its traditions and interpretations by scholars up to the present day. The discussion draws upon both
primary texts and secondary sources, and there are suggestions for further reading. This will be an invaluable guide for all who are interested
in the foundations of Chinese philosophy and its richness and continuing relevance.
Traditional Chinese philosophy, if engaged at all, is often regarded as an object of antiquated curiosity and dismissed as unimportant in the
current age of globalization. Written by a team of internationally renowned scholars, this book, however, challenges this judgement and offers
an in-depth study of pre-modern Chinese philosophy from an interdisciplinary perspective. Exploring the relevance of traditional Chinese
philosophy for the global age, it takes a comparative approach, analysing ancient Chinese philosophy in its relation to Western ideas and
contemporary postmodernist theories. The conversation extends over a broad spectrum of philosophical areas and themes, ranging from
metaphysics, hermeneutics, political theory, religion and aesthetics to specific philosophical schools including Confucianism, Daoism, and
Buddhism. By engaging many time-honoured philosophical issues from a comparative perspective, this book bridges the gap between
Eastern and Western thought and emphasises the need for a newly fortified global humanism and a deeper appreciation of different
philosophical and religious values in an age gripped by large-scale crises. Arguing that traditional Chinese philosophy has immediate
relevance to the many challenges of modern life, this book will be useful to students and scholars of Asian Philosophy and Asian Studies in
general.
This book is a companion to logical thought and logical thinking in China with a comparative and interdisciplinary perspective. It introduces
the basic ideas and theories of Chinese thought in a comprehensive and analytical way. It covers thoughts in ancient, pre-modern and
modern China from a historical point of view. It deals with topics in logical (including logico-philosophical) concepts and theories rooted in
China, Indian and Western Logic transplanted to China, and the development of logical studies in contemporary China and other Chinese
communities. The term “philosophy of logic” or “logico-philosophical thought” is used in this book to represent “logical thought” in a broad
sense which includes thinking on logical concepts, modes of reasoning, and linguistic ideas related to logic and philosophical logic. Unique in
its approach, the book uses Western logical theories and philosophy of language, Chinese philology, and history of ideas to deal with the
basic ideas and major problems in logical thought and logical thinking in China. In doing so, it advances the understanding of the lost tradition
in Chinese philosophical studies.
THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU• to appreciate the variety, subtlety and wisdom of a unique philosophical tradition• to understand the major
schools of thought that have shaped Chinese civilization• to draw on a rich cultural resource for different perspectives on questions of our
time• to recognize traditional concepts that continue to inform Chinese thinking todayChina, an emerging superpower, is heir to an ancient
civilization that owes little to outside influences. This compelling introduction to Chinese philosophy describes the major traditional schools of
thought that continue to underpin much of Chinese thinking today. It includes an outline of the country’s early history, and traces the
development of Chinese thought, which evolved in a continuum and generally in isolation from the rest of the world, from the earliest
concerns with ritual and divination until the arrival of Buddhism in the first century.The best known strand of Chinese philosophy is
Confucianism, which is basically a philosophy of relationships between different levels in a hierarchy, from the ruler down to the individual. In
complete contrast, the almost contemporary school of Laozi espoused the wisdom and freedom of the Dao, based on the concept of
alignment with nature and reverence for the environment. There followed schools of analytical logic, Legalism, and the arrival of Buddhism,
which became associated in China with the mystical writings of Laozi, adding the dimension of compassion. These schools gradually fused in
a neo-Confucian synthesis that went unchallenged in China until the encounter with the West.The book touches on the relationship between
philosophical thought and politics, and brings the reader up to date by looking at the considered way in which China has adapted foreign
ideas in modern times. Written by a distinguished author in clear, everyday language, it is a fascinating and accessible introduction to an
important subject.ACCESS THE WORLD'S PHILOSOPHIESSimple Guides: Philosophy is a series of concise introductions to the major
philosophies of the world. Written by experts in the field, these accessible guides offer a fascinating account of the rich variety of arguments,
ideas and systems of thought articulated by different cultures in the attempt to explore and define the nature of reality and the meaning,
purpose and proper conduct of life. The Simple Guides will appeal to analytical thinkers and spiritual seekers alike. Taken together, they
provide a basic introduction to the evolution of human thought, and a point of reference for further exploration and discovery. By offering
essential insights into the world views of different societies, they also enable travellers to behave in way that fosters mutual respect and
understanding.
An engrossing history of ancient Chinese philosophy and culture from an eminent Cambridge expert We are often told that the twenty-first
century is bound to become China's century. Never before has Chinese culture been so physically, digitally, economically or aesthetically
present in everyday Western life. But how much do we really know about its origins and key beliefs? How did the ancient Chinese think about
the world? In this enlightening book, Roel Sterckx, one of the foremost experts in Chinese thought, takes us through centuries of Chinese
history, from Confucius to Daoism to the Legalists. The great questions that have occupied China's brightest minds were not about who and
what we are, but rather how we should live our lives, how we should organise society and how we can secure the well-being of those who live
with us and for whom we carry responsibility. With evocative examples from philosophy, literature and everyday life, Sterckx shows us how
the ancient Chinese have shaped the thinking of a civilization that is now influencing our own.
"Solidly grounded in Chinese primary sources, this book engages the latest global scholarship to provide an innovative, rigorous, and clear
articulation of neo-Confucianism and its application to Western philosophy"-Originally published: New York: Macmillan, 1948.
Guo Qiyong’s edited volume offers a detailed look at research on Chinese philosophy published in Chinese from 1949-2009. The chapters in
this volume are broken down into either the major themes or time periods in the history of Chinese philosophy.
Goldin thus begins the book by asking the basic question "What are we reading?" while also considering why it has been so rarely asked. Yet
far from denigrating Chinese philosophy, he argues that liberating these texts from the mythic idea that they are the product of a single great
mind only improves our understanding and appreciation. By no means does a text require single and undisputed authorship to be meaningful;
nor is historicism the only legitimate interpretive stance. The first chapter takes up a hallmark of Chinese philosophy that demands a Western
reader's cognizance: its preference for non-deductive argumentation. Chinese philosophy is an art (hence the title) he demonstrates, more
than it is a rigorous logical method. Then comes the core of the book, eight chapters devoted to the eight philosophical texts divided into three
parts: Philosophy of Heaven, Philosophy of the Way, and Two Titans at the End of an Age. .
"For anyone looking to understand Chinese philosophy, here is the place to start. Introducing this vast and far-reaching tradition, the longest
continuous heritage of philosophical reflection in our existence, Ronnie L. Littlejohn tells you everything you need to know about those
Chinese thinkers who have made the biggest contributions to the conversation of philosophy. From the Han dynasty to the present, he leads
us into the indigenous philosophical traditions of Confucianism, Daoism and the uniquely modified forms of Buddhism in China and
introduces: - The six classical schools of Chinese philosophy (Yin-Yang, Ru, Mo, Ming, Fa and Dao-De) - The arrival of Buddhism in China
and its distinctive development - The central figures and movements from the end of the Tang dynasty to the introduction into China of
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Western thought - The impact of Chinese philosophers ranging from Confucius and Laozi to Tu Weiming on their equivalents in the West.
Weaving together key subjects, thinkers and texts, we see how Chinese traditions have profoundly shaped the institutions, social practices
and psychological character of not only East and Southeast Asia, but the world we are living in. Praised for its completely original and
illuminating thematic approach, this new edition includes updated features such as reading lists, a comparative chronology of Western and
Chinese philosophers, and additional translated extracts"-This is a chronicle of Chinese thought from the third millennium sage-kings to the 1911 overthrow of the oldest monarchical system in the
world. The book illuminates the most commonly known schools of Confuciansim and Taoism, and it acquaints readers with Mohism, YinYang, Legalism, Neo-Taosim, Neo-Confucianism, and the introduction of Western philosophy.
This volume surveys the major philosophical concepts, arguments, and commitments of the Confucian classic, the Analects. In thematically
organized chapters, leading scholars provide a detailed, scholarly introduction to the text and the signal ideas ascribed to its protagonist,
Confucius. The volume opens with chapters that reflect the latest scholarship on the disputed origins of the text and an overview of the broad
commentarial tradition it generated. These are followed by chapters that individually explore key areas of the text’s philosophical landscape,
articulating both the sense of concepts such as ren, li, and xiao as well as their place in the wider space of the text. A final section addresses
prominent interpretive challenges and scholarly disputes in reading the Analects, evaluating, for example, the alignment between the
Analects and contemporary moral theory and the contested nature of its religious sensibility. Dao Companion to the Analects offers a
comprehensive and complete survey of the text's philosophical idiom and themes, as well as its history and some of the liveliest current
debates surrounding it. This book is an ideal resource for both researchers and advanced students interested in gaining greater insight into
one of the earliest and most influential Confucian classics.
After Confucius is a collection of eight studies of Chinese philosophy from the time of Confucius to the formation of the empire in the second
and third centuries B.C.E. As detailed in a masterful introduction, each essay serves as a concrete example of “thick description”—an
approach invented by philosopher Gilbert Ryle—which aims to reveal the logic that informs an observable exchange among members of a
community or society. To grasp the significance of such exchanges, it is necessary to investigate the networks of meaning on which they rely.
Paul R. Goldin argues that the character of ancient Chinese philosophy can be appreciated only if we recognize the cultural codes underlying
the circulation of ideas in that world. Thick description is the best preliminary method to determine how Chinese thinkers conceived of their
own enterprise. Who were the ancient Chinese philosophers? What was their intended audience? What were they arguing about? How did
they respond to earlier thinkers, and to each other? Why did those in power wish to hear from them, and what did they claim to offer in return
for patronage? Goldin addresses these questions as he looks at several topics, including rhetorical conventions of Chinese philosophical
literature; the value of recently excavated manuscripts for the interpretation of the more familiar, received literature; and the duty of translators
to convey the world of concerns of the original texts. Each of the cases investigated in this wide-ranging volume exemplifies the central
conviction behind Goldin’s plea for thick description: We do not do justice to classical Chinese philosophy unless we engage squarely the
complex and ancient culture that engendered it. An electronic version of this book is freely available thanks to the support of libraries working
with Knowledge Unlatched, a collaborative initiative designed to make high-quality books open access for the public good. The open-access
version of this book is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND 4.0),
which means that the work may be freely downloaded and shared for non-commercial purposes, provided credit is given to the author.
Derivative works and commercial uses require permission from the publisher.
The History of Chinese Philosophy is a comprehensive and authoritative examination of the movements and thinkers that have shaped
Chinese philosophy over the last three thousand years. An outstanding team of international contributors provide seventeen accessible
entries organised into five clear parts: Identity of Chinese Philosophy Classical Chinese Philosophy (I): Pre-Han Period Classical Chinese
Philosophy (II): From Han Through Tang Classical Chinese Philosophy (III): From Song Through Early Qing Modern Chinese Philosophy:
From Late Qing Through 21st Century This outstanding collection is essential reading for students of Chinese philosophy, and will be of
interest to those seeking to explore the lasting significance this rich and complex philosophical tradition.
In this illustrated introduction Wen Haiming explores the characteristics of different philosophers in Chinese history and distinguishes the
'Chinese philosophical sensibility' motivating their thoughts. Employing Western philosophical categories to describe significant issues in the
history of philosophy, Wen Haiming considers Chinese political philosophy in the pre-Qin era, Chinese metaphysics from Han to Tang
dynasties, Chinese epistemology from Song to Ming dynasties and modern Chinese-Western comparative philosophy. Chinese Philosophy
provides a clear, accessible conception of the Chinese philosophical sensibility and its evolution throughout history.
An introduction to Chinese philosophy and a reference tool for sinologists. Comments by important Chinese thinkers are arranged around 64
key concepts to illustrate their meaning and use through 25 centuries of Chinese philosophy. The book includes comments on each section
by the translator.
"An outstanding document depicting with depth of feeling and intellectual brilliance the very soul of China." --Journal of Asian Studies

This book provides a conceptual overview of the evolution of Chinese philosophy from its earliest beginnings to the end
of the imperial era, highlighting 38 of the most essential terms in the Chinese philosophical tradition. Written by prominent
contemporary scholars from Mainland China, the respective chapters cover topics ranging from cosmology, benti
metaphysics, human nature, self-cultivation, and methodology, to views on history and politics. Each chapter addresses
one of the constitutive terms of the Chinese philosophical tradition and provides clear historical information on how it was
used and developed during the key periods of Chinese philosophy.Highlighting both central concepts and essential
structures of Chinese philosophy, the book allows readers to view the history of Chinese philosophy from the perspective
of the Chinese themselves. Offering content that is both academically rigorous and accessible for a wider audience, this
book is an indispensable reference guide for all students of Chinese philosophy.
For the first time an award-winning Harvard professor shares the lessons from his wildly popular course on classical
Chinese philosophy, showing you how these ancient ideas can guide you on the path to a good life today. The lessons
taught by ancient Chinese philosophers surprisingly still apply, and they challenge our fundamental assumptions about
how to lead a fulfilled, happy, and successful life. Self-discovery, it turns out, comes through looking outward, not inward.
Power comes from holding back. Good relationships come from small gestures. Spontaneity comes from practice. And
excellence comes from what you choose to do, not your “natural” abilities. Counterintuitive. Countercultural. Even
revolutionary. These powerful ideas have made Professor Michael Puett's course the third most popular at Harvard
University in recent years, with enrollment surging every year since it was first offered in 2006. It's clear students are
drawn by a bold promise Professor Puett makes on the first day of class: “These ideas will change your life.” Now he
offers his course to the world.
Learning from Chinese Philosophies engages Confucian and Daoist philosophies in creative interplay, developing a
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theory of interdependent selfhood in the two philosophical traditions. Karyn Lai draws on the unique insights of the two
philosophies to address contemporary debates on ethics, community and government. Issues discussed include
questions on selfhood, attachment, moral development, government, culture and tradition, and feminist queries regarding
biases and dualism in ethics. Throughout the book, Lai demonstrates that Chinese philosophies embody novel and
insightful ideas for addressing contemporary issues and problems.
In China, the debate over the moral status of emotions began around the fourth century BCE, when early philosophers
first began to invoke psychological categories such as the mind (xin), human nature (xing), and emotions (qing) to explain
the sources of ethical authority and the foundations of knowledge about the world. Although some thinkers during this
period proposed that human emotions and desires were temporary physiological disturbances in the mind caused by the
impact of things in the world, this was not the account that would eventually gain currency. The consensus among those
thinkers who would come to be recognized as the foundational figures of the Confucian and Daoist philosophical
traditions was that the emotions represented the underlying, dispositional constitution of a person, and that they
embodied the patterned workings of the cosmos itself. Curie Virg sets out to explain why the emotions were such a
central preoccupation among early thinkers, situating the entire debate within developments in conceptions of the self,
the cosmos, and the political order. She shows that the mainstream account of emotions as patterned reality emerged as
part of a major conceptual shift towards the recognition of natural reality as intelligible, orderly, and coherent. The
mainstream account of emotions helped to summon the very idea of the human being as a universal category and to
establish the cognitive and practical agency of human beings. This book, the first intensive study of the subject, traces
the genealogy of these early Chinese philosophical conceptions and examines their crucial role in the formation of
ethical, political and cultural values in China.
This new edition offers expanded selections from the works of Kongzi (Confucius), Mengzi (Mencius), Zhuangzi (Chuang
Tzu), and Xunzi (Hsun Tzu); two new works, the dialogues 'Robber Zhi' and 'White Horse'; a concise general
introduction; brief introductions to, and selective bibliographies for, each work; and four appendices that shed light on
important figures, periods, texts, and terms in Chinese thought.
This book breaks the stereotype that links Chinese philosophy solely to Confucianism, instead providing a kaleidoscopic
view of Chinese philosophy of education. This book was originally published as a special issue of Educational Philosophy
and Theory.
This book starts with the classification of the main views of different thinkers after the study of the original materials,
which covers all the thinkers’ thoughts and conceptions. A major objective of this book is to reveal the ideas of the
philosophers. Key ideological opinions are stated with the former discussion of exact questions and further clarification of
their philosophical meaning, which enables the readers to better understand the meaning and value of the philosophical
thoughts. Since the logic and history are in accordance with each other, a frame of conception is formed then. Then, the
author clearly explains the logical relationship in the frame mentioned before, as well as the formation of the key
concepts and their relationship.
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